CPS Alumni Sail for Canton

Paul Snyder, CPS '32, sailed Saturday on the Empress of Asia with his wife and two daughters in routine duty at manager of Harbor Memorial Hospital in Canton, Ohio. Mrs. Snyder (Dorothy Terry, CPS '33) also attended CPS. The older daughter was attending Muscat Intermediate school when the picture was taken.

-Picture by Courtesy of Tacoma Navy YWCA.

Freshman Finds Studying at College Possible Only Under Favorable Conditions

Paul Snyder

"I feel that having a large family often interferes with the freedom of the individual," he said. "Every single moment that I can spare from my work I try to spend with my family."

Medical Quiz Set

For December 10

All students planning to enter a medical college any time during the year of 1938 are required to take a test set up by the Association of Medical Colleges and submit to their schools.

This test will be given for CPS students only on December 16, 1937, at 3 p.m. as a part of History of Medicine. Each student for this test will be one dollar, and if anyone else the test will be required to pay their participation, whether they pay the cost or not, will pay up to the test and will have to pay a two-dollar fee.

The Association of Medical Colleges plans to take the test as part of their normal course in the School of Medicine.

Where's Who in My Family

The "Who's Who" in my family consists of Mother, Dad, two sisters, and of course, myself. We are sort of like the "Three Musket- eers," only there are six of us.

And our slogan is "One for all, all for one."
GREETINGS, salutations, hello, howdy and hi, this typo column ends another week of mangled misspellings for your sympa-
thetic and patient reader, who wouldn't mind if the word would just be delt... but alas, that's going away my professional secrets
on me to shush.

This week's editorial and I hope you all read and take heed
in our efforts to improve the material. One reader sent in a
folder of the little particle of comfort that would make life
easier-for we all do wish to know going to the "lovin'" that "help" but ladies and gentlemen are never too "will." The look
they think you eat but half, they've not so much
begun to understand the world, nor are we old enough
to learn and have a taint of sentimental change. A good book that knows all the answers is "Marriage."
Takes hours and hours to be in the cold world and the four hundred steps alone.

STUFF... these new hair styles are hard for our pets cause they really have to wash these two now... first time in about four
years.

BRVE!... a family of innocent and bewildered Gamma pledges
told me that they would stand all day in the snow just
till they had a sell a deal well... so, all members instruct pledged
and members that benefactors the "girls" exempt from use... that
great tradition must not be destroyed for foolishness.

They're being made great gales... so some of the cats are obtaining a lady
in the library. The2 women with a gal to help with the glasses.

SHENANDOAH... a very friendly family, Mrs. Burt and Marie
at Harbor on Main St. Mrs. Burt occasionally tells us about the
women on the staff, the girls in the store and Mr. Martin had no room in the
to which wasn't pleasant but Dr. Burt formally declared she
by every cause. Mr. Martin got on the staff.

SHOES... Dr. Nance's perfect velour... the Lamberts
well-adorned car... (cost a paded club) but the good dances
after a perfectly small ball game... a packed streets full of pop
and people... all wills bring the cheer just right
on Spoon's Music.

STEWONINESS... the Lumberjacks at a Gamma
dance... they wear more ties than he... Dr. Martin's appearance
with Maudie Gooshe making her date to the Whidbey
and then to a college... how wonderful it is to see them
take on even energetic pursuits when they lose the prize for best decorated
car... the new gals really fumbled on that deal.

Everything happens to Chuck Salmon... the latest being,
taking his gal somewhere on 4:00 and the family will
be story open.

Well, now's the time to pack up the notebook and shuffle off
the shore and another week will pass through... this busy writer
welcomes comments and criticism and will fully answer all
letters. Unfortunately, some readers get to me always, want
letters and all. Starting next week a new feature will be
laid down for your delight... curiosity... so... adios... lest we wait
longer.

TW - YM To Meet Jointly Tuesday
Fall Programs Also Are Outlined

John M. Coffee will be the hon-
ored guest of the YMCA and TWA
and will speak in the Chapel Hour. He
will speak on the "Pilgrims of the
College Rockport." The meeting
will be held in the auditorium
and open to all. Chairman is Mr. Francisco,
on occasion is October 31st. Also later on there
will be a formal dinner with two pro-
gressive speakers and the meeting of the
large boys will be held and the meeting of
the small boys will be held and the meeting of
the small boys. The Athletic question
will be the panel discussion in
November. 26th it will be
held in the Ridgeway Room.
Mr. Coffee, sometime to hear your plans
in the political situation.

All men, all women. — our news is
very essential.

Would you like to meet my dad? He's a new wonder, Will
be at home. The "will" in the old town and
will bring your coffee and your coffee and your coffee and your coffee.
His pet hobbies are fishing, sailing,
traveling.

Oh, then there's Mr. Voss,
who knows the best dough
in the world. To name some
all the time she has something
behind her. Her rags and her cups
and her cookies are essential.
Be
dsides, that, I think she's pretty
pretty.

My older sister is the personable thing
ever since, but you see she
really thinks she's a Whop Who's
and has always been on that
side of his. It's now, and always the last
to be the first, and always the last
to be the first. She always
in a well-ordered way. And she
be to last the weather, and wi
be to go in the bathroom
in any way we want. We won't feel.
All in all, my family is
give in, neither will she; home
we both won't give in. Ah, but,
even when I want to borrow a
little money, next comes my little sister, and
"but those one." She's always
walking through my daydreams...

There are also
are to my
family, for instance, the "un-
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And so on, and so on, and so on.
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...but this week's column ends another weakness of mangled misspellings for your sympathetic and patient reader, who wouldn't mind if the word would just be delt... but alas, that's going away my professional secrets on me to shush.

This week's editorial and I hope you all read and take heed in our efforts to improve the material. One reader sent in a folder of the little particle of comfort that would make life easier—for we all do wish to know going to the "lovin'" that "help" but ladies and gentlemen are never too "will." The look they think you eat but half, they've not so much begun to understand the world, nor are we old enough to learn and have a taint of sentimental change. A good book that knows all the answers is "Marriage." Takes hours and hours to be in the cold world and the four hundred steps alone.

STUFF... these new hair styles are hard for our pets cause they really have to wash these two now... first time in about four years.

BRVE!... a family of innocent and bewildered Gamma pledges told me that they would stand all day in the snow just till they had a sell a deal well... so, all members instruct pledged and members that benefactors the "girls" exempt from use... that great tradition must not be destroyed for foolishness. They're being made great gales... so some of the cats are obtaining a lady in the library. The two women with a gal to help with the glasses.

SHENANDOAH... a very friendly family, Mrs. Burt and Marie at Harbor on Main St. Mrs. Burt occasionally tells us about the women on the staff, the girls in the store and Mr. Martin had no room in the place which wasn't pleasant but Dr. Burt formally declared she by every cause. Mr. Martin got on the staff.

SHOES... Dr. Nance's perfect velour... the Lamberts well-adorned car... (cost a paded club) but the good dances after a perfectly small ball game... a packed streets full of pop and people... all wills bring the cheer just right on Spoon's Music.

STEWONINESS... the Lumberjacks at a Gamma dance... they wear more ties than he... Dr. Martin's appearance with Maudie Gooshe making her date to the Whidbey and then to a college... how wonderful it is to see them take on even energetic pursuits when they lose the prize for best decorated car... the new gals really fumbled on that deal.

Everything happens to Chuck Salmon... the latest being, taking his gal somewhere on 4:00 and the family will be story open.

Well, now's the time to pack up the notebook and shuffle off the shore and another week will pass through... this busy writer welcomes comments and criticism and will fully answer all letters. Unfortunately, some readers get to me always, want letters and all. Starting next week a new feature will be laid down for your delight... curiosity... so... adios... lest we wait longer.

TW - YM To Meet Jointly Tuesday
Fall Programs Also Are Outlined

John M. Coffee will be the honored guest of the YMCA and TWA and will speak in the Chapel Hour. He will speak on the "Pilgrims of the College Rockport." The meeting will be held in the auditorium and open to all. Chairman is Mr. Francisco, on occasion is October 31st. Also later on there will be a formal dinner with two progressive speakers and the meeting of the large boys will be held and the meeting of the small boys will be held and the meeting of the small boys. The Athletic question will be the panel discussion in November. 26th it will be held in the Ridgeway Room. Mr. Coffee, sometime to hear your plans in the political situation.

All men, all women. — our news is very essential.

Would you like to meet my dad? He's a new wonder, Will be at home. The "will" in the old town and will bring your coffee and your coffee and your coffee and your coffee. His pet hobbies are fishing, sailing, traveling.

Oh, then there's Mr. Voss, who knows the best dough in the world. To name some all the time she has something behind her. Her rags and her cups and her cookies are essential. Besides, that, I think she's pretty pretty.

My older sister is the personable thing ever since, but you see she really thinks she's a Whop Who's and has always been on that side of his. It's now, and always the last to be the first, and always the last to be the first. She always in a well-ordered way. And she be to last the weather, and wi be to go in the bathroom in any way we want. We won't feel. All in all, my family is give in, neither will she; home we both won't give in. Ah, but, even when I want to borrow a little money, next comes my little sister, and "but those one." She's always walking through my daydreams...
Scavenger Hunt
Will Be Evening Party Feature

Dance, Election, of Officers Also To Be Held

Lookers for everything from a glass cut out to a pair of rubber pants will be all part of the fun at the scavenger hunt which is one of the events which will be given by the Independents of the College at tonight’s gynm. T. A prize is offered for those persons the greatest number of things collected for. Election of of- ficers, refreshments, and dancing will follow. All students not mem- bers of any sorority or fraternity are invited.

Special guests will be Dr. and Mrs. Frank G. Williford, club ad- visers, and Dr. and Mrs. Charles T. Wattim. A change of life will cover the cost of refreshments, prize, and other expenses. Tickets the party is to be given in the area it will be necessary for everyone wear rubber-soled shoes.

Lambda Mothers
Honored at Tea

Tuesday afternoon found the Mothers Club of Lambda Sigma entertaining at a valentine tea for the members of the new rush group in the sorority. During the day noon to 5:00, a program was presented by Mrs. Dorothy War- ren, Mrs. Martin Bench and Mrs. Marion Teagascott.

Presiding at the tea while under the place cards of chandellirs was Mrs. Mary Manley and Mrs. H. T. Todd. General chairman for the affair was Mrs. Edward Hardin.

Patronize Your
Trail Advertisers

FOR THAT HALLOWEEN PARTY
PLEASE DON'T FORGET
Sixth Avenue Super
FISHBERG'S
2709 4th Ave.

DU-ART PERMANENT WAVES
Camille Beauty Shop
$2.50 and Up.
224 No. 21st St.

IT'S SMART TO...
DIE SCOTTY'S
No. 1 and Tacoma Ave.

DANCE BIDS . . . PROGRAMS
ALLSTRUN PRINTING CO.
940 Commerce St.
MAY 740

WE OFFER THE FINEST
NEW - TYPE PORTRAITURE
AT MODERATE COST
Tecoma's Leading Portrait Studio

Smith Studio
753 Broadway
Phone Br. 1627

RATIOLO
HELDFORASECONDDWEEK
THEPICTURE'THENOONE
IS SIMPLY WILD ABOUT

BOHOES, BUMS TO PREVAIL ON SATURDAY NITE

Empworth Heights Scene of Kappa Phi Party

Heroes and bums will be contenders for the championship at Empworth Heights this Saturday evening. Fluffery Wathens, a new member, will take the place that the tramps are ready members of Kappa Phi, trained for the hard-core party which will be given at the Kappa Phi table on this Saturday afternoon.

Miss Betty Sneath is general chairman for the home parts. Miss Doris Nolley is in charge of the house parts Saturday evening, and members are asked to bring nothing suitable for the occasion. Miss Fawn Nash is in charge of transportation, and Miss Marguerite Devey is in charge of the food. Miss Devey will be checked present with Miss Mary McKinsey, Freda Miller, and by the others.

The name of Miss Durall file received from list of Kappa Phi is regent last week.

Gammas Mothers
Eleet Mrs. Keil

The Mothers Club of the Delta Gamma Alpha Charity of the College has chosen Mrs. Robert Keil, for one weekend deejay grand.

At a recent meeting, officers were elected to serve for the coming year. Mrs. H. L. Wall was chosen as president, Mrs. T. W. Noble, vice president; Mrs. P. W. Albert, treasurer; Miss Paulie Gordon, secretary; and Mrs. Alfred Gray, program chairman.

RAGSDALE'S PROCTOR PHARMACY
Dine At Hoyts

ATTRACTIVE PRICED DINING ROOM
Available for Parties

HENRY H. RAGSDALE
PROCTOR PHARMACY

DINE AT HOYTS

Attractive Private Dining Room Available for Parties

4:25 PM daily

RHODES BROTHERS-TACOMA

REMEMBER
Royal Barber Shop
Ready to Serve You 24 Hrs. Special Prices
2736 No. 31st St.

BEVERLY
Group $5.00-$25.00 Limited
Sundays

"SPAWN OF THE NORTH"
Jackson Warne—Rudy Morgan
Barefoot Boy

RIVIERA
George Reid—(30) Jean Tod probe
"RENEGADE RANGER"
Douglas Turner—Pete Price
The Lady in the Marque

GET WAYS TO HOLLOWEEN

GET WAY TO HOLLOWEEN

ROXY
2 MOVIE-OUTHits
Halloween
"BREAKING THE ICE"
CHARLES ROOLSTED
DOUGLAS WOOD

GILBERT

BETTY LOUISE

"SOMETHING IN NUMBERS"

MUSIC BOX
2 MOVIE-OUtHits
WALTZ "MAMBO"
"FOUR DAUGHTERS"
RISCELLA LANE
SOLA LANE
ROSSMOUNT LANE
GAI£ PAGE
CFOUND LAWS

DAVID HENRICK
"FRESHMAN YEAR"

BLUE MOUSE
SHOVEL SHOE
CLARK GAGE
"Too Hot to Handle"

TEMPLE
JACKY ROONEY

"Love Finds Andy Hardy"
"WHITE RAINBOWS"

"BOY MEETS GIRL"
Loggers Meet Bears: Tonight

WILLAMETTE U. WILL BE NEXT OPPONENTS for Blue and White.

The old David versus Goliath controversy arises on the gridiron Monday, when the College of Puget Sound meets Williamette University. The Loggers will have to go to Salem, Oreg., but few in the Northwest are these who peripherally watch the outcome as one of the most important games of the year.

On the basis of what Willamette did to the College of Idaho, and on the strength of what the Loggers did to CPS, the Bears again overemphasize favorites to add the Loggers to their list of clothes, and thus keep an unfeathered conference record intact.

Definitely with a Tunisian unheard of power, the Salem gridmen establish a very solid foundation on the 4-1-1 score, apparently put themselves in the mood for rocketing with the Loggers. Such a demonstration, in the light of the Loggers' history of uphill battles by Maiby, piled the odds against CPS to such an extent that not a single expert outside of the Maibyites, ca. the locals from a fearful retailer.

Odd Men on Bears.

The Bears aren't inexpert, and workmen have been given a highly coordinated unit that is sure to prove a formidable force in the other team's right.

On the offense, they can cope with the power of a dynamo. Fast backs, such as Jackard, White and Saucier carry their own weight.

For wide and wide was the score concluded for a facit who would condemn the Loggers even the hard chances of winning. Following, that defeat, and the final tally, it resulted.

In a remote corner of the campus, converted to the bear's den, there is a collection of illustrious incomers, who have learned to care for the other team's rights. On the other hand, they can cope with the power of a dynamo. Fast backs, such as Jackard, White and Saucier carry their own weight.

HOKEY LASSIES TO PLAY U. OF W.

Because of inclement weather on Monday and Wednesday, the inter-class hockey games scheduled for these two days had to be called. The tournament will be carried as soon as possible.

Monday, as many members of the towns as can be placed in a Bell Telephone booth, will play the University women in hockey. This year the Loggers were 1 0-1.

LO G G E R S TRIM PLC, 6 TO 0

The spirit of CPS seemed to prevail the Loggers Friday evening when they whacked the Lutheran College Gridironers down to the small end of a 4-1-1 score, a score which blasted the Loggers' hopes of ever getting a ton more than that up to the Timbermen.

Liner Score.

CPS Enemies were veritable bulldozers, crouching the PLC has time after time to look for their flashing, snarling, spinning, spinning, twirls down against their opponents five.

The backs were equally alert. Their fancyJerry returns rarely failed to cause gaiety and they intercepted the largest percentage of the PLC passers.

In the first half, however, was scoreless for both clubs with only two minor threats completely nullified in a holding down between the Lutheran Johnno's PLC and the Bill nashkaquah.

Pause Versus.

The final score was Rickard versus Ferguson who ripped off sizable yards of yardage everywhere to stalk the ball.

In the third quarter the Loggers had a slight push over the field, rolling up first place passing and finally pushing the placers for the lone score. A PLC couple recovered by Maiby were the Loggers score board, on the Loggers 17, set the stage for the touchdown move, more then advanced to the ball in the 27, lined up like white elephants.

The first quarter was played by Macay and Maloney. A series of reverses by Jackard, Maday and Gallery, the ball to the PLC corner, right where Goen took it over. DR. Moore's kick for the extra point was blocked.

The fourth quarter was blanked by Rickard which rolled from this boy and olden days passed under the注视 of the two teams.

Tommer and Jungke emerged for the Goosen Fowles, Gay and Maday and Majerus slashed for the Loggers.

They were: Gordon Thayer, Cullen, Falei, Bacon, Maiby, Rickard, Grinch, Mortensen, Cunningham, Thompson, White, Good and Moore.

SECOND CONFERENCE BY Gust

Too bad, CEP Obsd! But the best teams usually win, and this time was no exception... Nine goals, followed! Let's take the rain in our sprays as we go. In the second game, typical of the others, it was E. K. versus the Terriers. Warren Gray, Nenon Meyer, and Bill Middlin. Sticks placed the best game of his career ever, and it is now as a way to see the second goal result.... Warren played an excellent game on pass defense, pulling the run out of a hole several times which would have put the Terriers on position to score... Joe's blocking was superb, and Bill's jobs in the first part of the game both Loggers in Lutheran tight quarters more than once.

Here and There.

To the rain of the aguak, all we can say is that we regret that you too, can't pack the ball for more than your usual share of public... How did George Maroin live in to position to grab that gabble on the Loggers? Williamette's miserable Missiles almost stifled the Pacific Border last week. The same didn't designate their fate in the third period.

The biggest upset of the past week on the Pacific Coast was the UCDM Mako stroll, which went over Cal's score of 20 to 0. Most of the sportswriters on the Coast predicted a close thing with the Vandal, but Pacific's sportscar gave UCLA a big edge. Wonder where he is headed.

Portland showed a lot of power in defeating BYU by a score of 12-7. The Tornado will really have to jump to beat the Pilots.

This Lee Freeman-lloyd Baker combination looks like a tough one to beat in this game. There's pressure for the Cal Nacs... George McDonald looked very fine for the Robersons in the Cal UO Cal. He's darned good on defense, and all he hits is a little weight and height to make a real ball player... Tony McCook looked good for the Miss Chs on pass defense, and George Mitchell did the single charge of the ball carrying and passing for the Mu Chs.

To wonder that other nations are capturing the make shares of the world's athletic championships! Daddy Snow has more interest in this country's men's athletic scholarships, and it is in the fact that he does stay at home with the best of the a rankling cross-country grid... Raleigh and Motley aren't solved in this game now. Sallie's back is up, though its really too bad that CPS doesn't try harder to make the Alumni More for the Alumni... Much football - we pick the following to come through this week:

Northern Calif. 24, 6
Washington 17, 10
Oregon 3, 0
Southern Calif. 14, 0
Oregon 21, 0
Cal 21, 0
Northern Calif. 14, 0
Oregon 21, 0
Cal 21, 0

KODAKS

Eastman Kodak Stores 100 Broadway 838

Distributors Instruc. Trust

Central Bank

"BACK WHERE THE CAN FARM"

KODAKS

Eastman Kodak Stores 100 Broadway 838

Distributors Instruc. Trust

Central Bank

"BACK WHERE THE CAN FARM"

Rude BRAD-Lee, Inc.
"Headquarters for the Well-" Brodway 28th Street

HOLLAWEEN" 237th Street

BURPEES...

"JUST AROUND THE CORNER"

SINCE 1885

SHOP EARLY FOR BEST SELECTION

WASHINGTON HARDWARE CO.

924 Pacific Ave.